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Abstract

The functional architecture of sensory brain regions reflects an ingenious biological solution to the
competing demands of a continually changing sensory environment. While they are malleable, they

have the constancy necessary to support a stable sensory percept. How does the functional

organization of sensory brain regions contend with these antithetical demands? Here we describe the
functional organization of auditory and multisensory (i.e., auditory-visual) information processing in

three sensory brain structures: (1) a low-level unisensory cortical region, the primary auditory cortex
(A1); (2) a higher-order multisensory cortical region, the anterior ectosylvian sulcus (AES); and (3) a

multisensory subcortical structure, the superior colliculus (SC). We then present a body of work that
characterizes the ontogenic expression of experience-dependent influences on the operations

performed by the functional circuits contained within these regions. We will present data to support
the hypothesis that the competing demands for plasticity and stability are addressed through a

developmental transition in operational properties of functional circuits from an initially labile mode in
the early stages of postnatal development to a more stable mode in the mature brain that retains the

capacity for plasticity under specific experiential conditions. Finally, we discuss parallels between the
central tenets of functional organization and plasticity of sensory brain structures drawn from animal

studies and a growing literature on human brain plasticity and the potential applicability of these
principles to the audiology clinic.
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Abbreviations: A1 5 primary auditory cortex; AES 5 anterior ectosylvian sulcus; CF 5 center
frequency; PND 5 postnatal day; SC 5 superior colliculus

Sumario

La arquitectura funcional de las regiones sensoriales del cerebros reflejan una solución biológica
ingeniosa a las demandas de un ambiente sensorial continuamente cambiante y tener la constancia

necesaria apoyar una percepción sensorial estable. ¿Cómo manejan las regiones sensoriales del

cerebro la organización funcional en relación a esta demandas antitéticas? Aquı́ describimos la
organización funcional del procesamiento auditivo y multisensorial (p.e., auditivo-visual) de tres

estructuras sensoriales del cerebro: (1) una región cortical unisensorial de bajo nivel, la corteza
auditiva primaria (A1); (2) una region cortical multisensorial de orden superior, el surco ectosilviano

anterior (AES); y (3) una estructura subcortical multisensorial, el colı́culo superior (SC). Luego
presentamos un grupo de trabajos que caracteriza la expresión ontogénica de influencias

dependientes de la experiencia sobre las operaciones realizadas por los circuitos funcionales
contenido en estas regiones. Presentaremos datos para apoyar la hipótesis de que las demandas

competitivas en cuanto a la plasticidad y la estabilidad son manejadas a través de transición en el
desarrollo de la propiedades operacionales de la circuitos funcionales. Esto ocurre desde un modo

inicialmente lábil en las etapas tempranas del desarrollo post-natal a un modo más estable en el
cerebro maduro que retiene la capacidad de la plasticidad bajo condiciones especı́ficas de
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experiencia. Finalmente, discutimos aspectos paralelos entre los principios centrales de la

organización funcional y la plasticidad de las estructuras sensoriales del cerebro, traı́das de estudios
en animales y de la creciente literatura sobre la plasticidad del cerebro humano y la aplicabilidad

potencial de estos principios en la clı́nica audiológica.

Palabras Clave: Modelo animal, sistema auditivo central, desarrollo, plasticidad, remedio

Abreviaturas: A1 5 corteza auditiva primaria; AES 5 surco ectosilviano anterior; CF 5 frecuencia

central; PND 5 dı́a post natal; SC 5 colı́culo superior

I
n this tutorial, we provide a review of the recent

neuroscience literature pertaining to the organi-

zation and plasticity of auditory and audiovisual

sensory representations in midbrain and forebrain

nuclei. Throughout this process, we build an organi-

zational framework to facilitate an understanding of

how sensory representations are progressively shaped

during a period of early postnatal development and

how the patterns of expression—and their putative

mechanisms—change in accordance with sensory

experience into adulthood. We begin by discussing

the organization and lifelong plasticity of the auditory

cortex and then proceed to relate these principles to

brain structures specialized to integrate inputs across

auditory and visual modalities. We conclude by

outlining a series of arguments for how insights from

neural plasticity research, which has been conducted

most extensively in animal models, have direct

relevance to members of the audiology community

interested in age-dependent encoding of acoustic and

linguistic signals and their potential for remediation

via the use of hearing aids, neuroprosthetic implants,

computer-based training, or manipulations of the

listening environment.

FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION AND

PLASTICITY OF A1

Selection of Experimental Methodology and

Animal Model

Experience exerts a powerful influence on the

functional organization of primary auditory cortex

(A1). Much of this work has been done in the

laboratory rat, Rattus norvegicus, and has focused on

neural tuning for sound frequency. Neurons in A1 are

well tuned to sound frequency and typically respond to

a single tone at threshold intensity (this defines the

neuron’s characteristic frequency [CF]). The spatial

organization of CF can be derived from microelectrode

mapping procedures that sample from the full extent of

A1. Mapping A1 in this manner with high spatial

density (100–200 mm between microelectrode penetra-

tions) reveals an orderly map of CF that typically

mirrors the frequency selectivity of the basilar mem-

brane with low frequencies (,1 kHz) positioned in the

posterior edge and high frequencies (,32 kHz) posi-

tioned at the anterior edge of A1 (Kelly and Sally,

1988). The spatial distribution of CF across A1 can

then be interpolated in two dimensions to generate a

complete map of represented frequencies (i.e., a

tonotopic map; Fig 1a). The tonotopic organization of

A1 can be illustrated graphically using a Voronoi

tessellation (e.g., Fig. 1), in which the cortical area

corresponding to a single penetration is represented by

the area of an individual polygon and the color of the

polygon represents the CF for that site.

One of the principal advantages of the rat model for

developmental studies is that the cochlea does not

begin to transduce airborne sound until postnatal day

(PND) 9, and behavioral reactions to intense sounds are

not documented until PND 10–12 (Harrison and Warr,

1962; Crowley and Hepp-Raymond, 1996). This enables

researchers to document the functional organization of

A1 from a time before hearing begins until well into

adulthood (after PND 80). A second related advantage

of the rat model is that an entire housing enclosure can

be placed within a small sound-attenuating booth

outfitted with a speaker, allowing the researcher to

control the acoustic environment (with the exception of

self-generated sounds) at any point during develop-

ment through the presentation of customized sounds.

Development of Frequency Selectivity under

Normal Sensory Conditions

Mapping experiments performed shortly after the

onset of hearing demonstrate that frequency tuning in

A1 is broad and centered on frequencies .7 kHz,

producing an irregular and incomplete tonotopic

gradient (Zhang et al, 2001) (Figs. 1a–b). Over the

course of the following several weeks, the low frequen-

cy region of the A1 map emerges, and frequency tuning

becomes progressively narrower, reaching its adult

form between the first and second month of life (Chang

et al, 2005) (Figs. 1c–d). Thus, the tonotopic organiza-

tion of the auditory cortex matures during the first

month of hearing from a large tone-responsive region

(,5 mm2) comprised of broadly tuned high frequency

responses to the adult representation characterized by

an orderly and compact (,1.75 mm2) progression of

CFs that span the range of audible frequencies.

Development and Plasticity/Polley et al
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Figure 1. Tonotopic map development in normal and abnormal auditory environments. Representative characteristic frequency (CF) maps
from auditory cortex of a PND 16 rat (A), a naı̈ve adult (C), a PND 50 young adult reared in continuous white noise (E), and a young adult rat
reared in the presence of pulsed 7.1 kHz tones (G). Neurons sampled from the hatched areas had frequency tuning bandwidths measured
20 dB above threshold (BW20s) greater than 1.5 octaves (A and E). Neurons in outlined areas had characteristic frequencies in a range of
7.1 kHz 6 0.2 octaves (C and G). X 5 unresponsive sites. Note difference in scale bars between top and bottom pairs of maps. B and F:
Receptive fields recorded from maps shown in A and E. Distribution of BW10 tuning curve tips from each map, illustrating the CF threshold,
and BW10s recorded at each penetration. Red tips denote BW10s greater than 1.5 octaves. D: Characteristic frequency distribution along the
tonotopic axis in control and 7.1 kHz-exposed groups. Note the clustering of characteristic frequencies near 7.1 kHz in the 7.1 kHz-exposed
animals. H: Percent primary auditory cortex area representing frequencies in a 0.4 octave frequency band. The representations of 7.1 kHz
60.2 octaves were significantly larger in tone-exposed animals (red) than they were in control animals (blue). The data shown in panels A, E,
B, and F are from Chang and Merzenich (2003). The data shown in panels C, G, D, and H are from Han et al (2007).
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Development of Frequency Selectivity under

Abnormal Sensory Conditions

The normal postnatal developmental progression

can be derailed through exposure to abnormal sound

environments during the first several weeks of hear-

ing. The extreme variants of this manipulation entail

rearing rats in sound environments consisting of

broadband sound spectra versus sound spectra re-

stricted to a single frequency. Prolonged exposure to

pulsed broadband noise (i.e., a click) or continuous

white noise arrests the normal tonotopic development

of A1 (Zhang et al, 2002; Chang and Merzenich, 2003).

For example, rats reared in continuous white noise

until PND 50 exhibit a primitively organized tonotopic

map characterized by a large, poorly organized tone-

responsive area composed of nonselective high fre-

quency-tuned neurons (Figs. 1e–f). Based on all re-

sponse parameters tested, frequency selectivity in

young adult rats reared in noise was indistinguishable

from infant rat pups (Figs. 1a–b vs. 1e–f).

Tonotopic maps obtained from young adult rats

reared in the presence of pulsed tones at a fixed

frequency, by contrast, appear similar to age-matched

controls in terms of A1 area and sharpness of

frequency tuning. The tonotopic gradient, however, is

distorted in such a way as to overrepresent CFs near

the exposure frequency (Zhang et al, 2001; de Villers-

Sidani et al, 2007; Han et al, 2007) (Fig. 1g). The

overrepresentation reflects a zero-sum system, such

that the expansion of map regions corresponding to the

exposure frequency occurs at the expense of a

diminished representational area for map regions

flanking the exposure frequency (Figs. 1d and h). By

contrast, raising animals in enriched acoustic environ-

ments improves the functional selectivity of A1 circuits

with little obvious cost. Thus, the responses of A1

neurons recorded in rats reared in enriched acoustic

environments are more robust, more sensitive, and

more narrowly tuned for sound frequency when

compared with rats reared in normal cage environ-

ments (Engineer et al, 2004).

Exposure-Based Plasticity Effects Are

Constrained to a Sensitive Period

of Development

Myriad examples from the visual, somatosensory,

and auditory systems have demonstrated that the

profound effects of sensory experience on functional

circuit operations are limited to an early period of

postnatal development (for review see Hensch, 2004;

Keuroghlian and Knudsen, 2007). Thus, the effects of

broadband noise exposure and fixed frequency expo-

sure described above are restricted to an early period of

postnatal development. For example, fixed frequency

exposure initiated after PND 13 has no demonstrable

effect on the tonotopic order in A1 (Zhang et al, 2001;

de Villers-Sidani et al, 2007). Similarly, broadband

noise exposure has no impact on frequency tuning or

the tonotopic gradient when exposure is initiated later

than PND 29 (Zhang et al, 2002). Collectively, these

results suggest that functional circuits in A1 operate in

a ‘‘sampling mode’’ during the sensitive period, during

which time the overall statistics of the auditory

environment can powerfully shape the order and

overall size of tonotopic maps as well as the frequency

tuning bandwidth among the constituent neurons that

make up the map. Once the statistics of the environ-

ment are adequately represented in the functional

organization of A1, the sensitive period ends and the

system enters a more stable state in which passive

exposure to an abnormal sensory environment can no

longer induce functional reorganization.

Interestingly, the closing of the sensitive period is not

strictly determined by age. Recordings performed in the

auditory and visual cortices of animals reared in sensory

environments lacking salient patterned spatiotemporal

inputs (e.g., animals reared in the presence of continu-

ous white noise or absolute darkness) are characterized

by the endurance of an immature organizational status

that persists well past sexual maturity (Cynader et al,

1980; Mower et al, 1981; White et al, 2001; Chang and

Merzenich, 2003). Accordingly, experience with restrict-

ed spatiotemporal inputs (e.g., fixed tone rearing or

monocular viewing) in these animals later in life can

induce significant functional map reorganization despite

the fact that their chronological age places them well

outside of the classically defined sensitive period. These

data suggest that the emergence of the adultlike

organizational state may in itself act to halt the

constitutive release of ‘‘plasticity enabling’’ factors such

as neuromodulators and neurotrophic factors that may

exist at high levels when the system is in its sensitive

period. A series of elegant studies conducted in the

visual system have indeed confirmed that GABAergic

inhibitory signaling within the cortical network serves

to halt the constitutive release of neurotrophic factors

such as brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF),

thereby closing the sensitive period window and usher-

ing in a period of response stability during which time

abnormal sensory experience is no longer able to drive

persistent functional reorganization (Castren et al,

1992; Hanover et al, 1999; Hensch et al, 1998).

Engaging Plasticity in Adult A1

While the functional circuit operations in adult A1

generally are refractory to change, this description

must be made with one important caveat. Sensory

experience can still induce plasticity in adult A1,

provided that the experience is behaviorally relevant.

Development and Plasticity/Polley et al
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Although passive exposure to abnormal sensory envi-

ronments (e.g., fixed-frequency tones or broadband

noise) does not lead to persistent reorganization in

adult A1, these functional circuits will express signif-

icant plasticity if auditory stimuli are paired with

behavioral reinforcement (e.g., reward or punishment).

In this sense it is more appropriate to describe the two

epochs separated by the closing of the sensitive period

as ‘‘exposure-based plasticity versus reinforcement-

based plasticity’’ rather than ‘‘plastic period versus

stable period.’’

The behavioral and neural factors that govern adult

plasticity have been explored in a series of studies

using Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning para-

digms. In one type of Pavlovian conditioning experi-

ment, a tone of fixed frequency (CS+) is presented to

the adult animal prior to the onset of aversive

reinforcement (e.g., a mild foot shock), whereas a tone

of a different frequency never precedes the onset of

aversive reinforcement (CS2). Neuronal tuning func-

tions derived from A1 neurons before and after

conditioning reveal a significant increase in the evoked

spike rate to the CS+ and a decrease to the CS2 (Bakin

and Weinberger, 1990; Ohl and Scheich, 1997; Gao and

Suga, 2000). These results demonstrate that adult A1

neurons are capable of shifting their preferred tuning

toward tone frequencies that convey information about

behaviorally relevant environmental events. By con-

trast, presentation of the same stimulus schedule

without reinforcement does not produce any system-

atic differences in frequency tuning. Interestingly, the

conditioned change in firing rate to the CS+ and CS2

emerges within a few dozen conditioning trials (Ede-

line et al, 1993; Blake et al, 2006), demonstrating that

functional circuits in adult A1 express rapid and

lasting plasticity provided that the additional require-

ment for behavioral salience is met.

Similarly, animals trained in instrumental condi-

tioning paradigms, which reward them for making a

discriminative behavioral response shortly after the

presentation of a ‘‘cue’’ frequency amid a set of

repeating ‘‘standard’’ frequency tones, also exhibit

enhanced cortical responses to the cue frequency and

suppressed responses to the standard frequency (Ba-

kin et al, 1996; Blake et al, 2002; Fritz et al, 2003; Fritz

et al, 2005). Moreover, A1 mapping studies have

demonstrated that the cue frequency is overrepresent-

ed in the tonotopic map of animals trained in frequency

discrimination paradigms, similar to the overrepresen-

tation of the exposure frequency observed in infant

rats reared in fixed-frequency sound environments

(Recanzone et al, 1993; Rutkowski and Weinberger,

2005; Polley et al, 2006). Again, however, plasticity of

the adult tonotopic map is not observed if animals are

passively exposed to the training stimuli. In fact, not

only is plasticity of the frequency representations

within the adult tonotopic map specific to stimuli that

predict behaviorally reinforcing events, the degree to

which the cue frequency is overrepresented in the

tonotopic map is positively correlated with the animal’s

learned proficiency in the frequency discrimination

task (Polley et al, 2006).

Functional Organization and Plasticity in A1:

Beyond the Tonotopic Map

Functional circuits in A1 encode many auditory

parameters other than sound frequency. Studies in

cats and nonhuman primates have demonstrated that

the complete functional architecture of A1 is more

accurately described as a lattice of independent maps

that are organized according to stimulus features (e.g.,

sound frequency, sound level) and response features

(e.g., response latency, tuning bandwidth, and binau-

ral interaction type) (for review see Schreiner, 1998).

Of these features, CF is the only spatially organized

response characteristic that is mapped across the

entire spatial extent of A1 in an orderly and complete

fashion. The spatial organization of other features,

such as tuning bandwidth, binaural interaction type,

and preferred intensity, assume organizations best

described as spatially contiguous ‘‘patches’’ or ‘‘mod-

ules’’ (Imig and Adrian, 1977; Middlebrooks et al, 1980;

Kelly and Sally, 1988; Heil et al, 1994; Recanzone et al,

1999; Imaizumi et al, 2004; Nakamoto et al, 2004;

Philibert et al, 2005). Despite its small physical scale

when compared with primate and cat, rat A1 shows a

similar organizational structure, exhibiting nonran-

dom (Fig. 2a) and mutually independent (Fig. 2b)

modules for sharpness of sound frequency tuning

(i.e., Q14), stimulus-evoked onset latency, and sharp-

ness of sound intensity tuning (i.e., monotonicity).

Each of these features has been observed to coexist

alongside CF in the functional architecture of A1

(Polley et al, 2007).

Plasticity in adult A1 resulting from instrumental

conditioning protocols is similarly multifaceted. Ani-

mals conditioned to discriminate changes in pitch-

modulated stimuli exhibit plasticity in the frequency

domain (see above); animals trained to make discrim-

inations in envelope modulation rate express plasticity

in temporal response properties (Beitel et al, 2003; Bao

et al, 2004); and animals trained to discriminate

variations in loudness express plasticity in the neural

encoding of sound intensity (Polley et al, 2004). Thus,

the functional architecture of A1 consists of spatially

organized representations of multiple response fea-

tures all embedded within the same neural circuitry.

Furthermore, training animals in conditioning proto-

cols that emphasize perceptual acuity in one sound

domain is accompanied by plasticity of the correspond-

ing feature representation within A1.
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Bottom-Up versus Top-Down Control over

Functional Circuit Plasticity in Adult A1

The most parsimonious mechanism for plasticity in
adult A1, known as the bottom-up hypothesis, holds

that the presentation of an auditory stimulus that has

been repeatedly paired with behavioral reinforcement

activates subcortical neuromodulatory nuclei along

with the concomitant activation of the dedicated

sensory neurons along the auditory neuroaxis. In this

view, increased neuromodulator release within the

cortex just before or during the arrival of the auditory

stimulus trace in A1 would temporarily reinstate a

sensitive-period-like process and allow the statistics of

the conditioned auditory stimulus to reshape the

neural selectivity. According to this hypothesis, neu-

romodulators act as a gating mechanism to permit or

deny plasticity in adult cortical networks. During

development, neuromodulatory tone in the cortex is

consistently high, and the statistical properties of the

auditory environment can continuously shape func-

tional circuits in A1. Once the sensitive period has

ended, brief elevations of neuromodulatory tone in the

cortex (lasting from tens of milliseconds to minutes)

elicited by presentation of conditioned auditory stimuli

could serve to temporarily open the gate, thereby

reinstating a brief sensitive-period-like process.

The bottom-up hypothesis has a great deal of

experimental support. For example, it is well estab-

lished that dopamine-, acetylcholine-, and serotonin-

releasing neurons in subcortical structures including

the substantia nigra pars compacta, basolateral nucle-

us of the amygdala, dorsal raphe nucleus, and nucleus

basalis are initially activated by the presence of the

behavioral reinforcement but, over the course of

several stimulus-reward pairings, also become activat-

ed by the sensory stimulus that predicts behavioral

reinforcement (for review see Schultz, 2000; Schultz

and Dickinson, 2000; Seitz and Watanabe, 2005).

Furthermore, pairing an auditory stimulus with either

exogenous application of the neuromodulator directly

to the cortex (Metherate and Weinberger, 1989;

Metherate and Weinberger, 1990; Manunta and Ede-

line, 1997; Manunta and Edeline, 1998; Ji and Suga,

2007) or electrical stimulation of the cholinergic basal

forebrain (Bakin and Weinberger, 1996; Kilgard and

Merzenich, 1998; Bao et al, 2001) or the dopaminergic

ventral tegmental area (Bao et al, 2001) induces

lasting shifts in the tuning profile of A1 neurons. It

has been argued, therefore, that elevated levels of

neuromodulators such as acetylcholine, noradrenaline,

dopamine, and serotonin within A1, when occurring in

the presence of a conditioned auditory stimulus, are

sufficient to account for the essential role of behavioral

relevance in adult A1 plasticity.

One of the principal challenges to the bottom-up

hypothesis is that it cannot account for observations

from the perceptual learning literature that improved

perceptual discrimination thresholds are specific to

stimulus features to which subjects are asked to attend

(Ahissar and Hochstein, 1993). If the presence of a

behavioral reinforcer strengthens the cortical represen-

tation of the conditioned auditory stimulus, it should,

Figure 2. Spatial organization of multiple response features
within A1. A: Representative A1 map from a naı̈ve adult. The
color of each polygon corresponds to the color scale bar for each
response feature shown to the right. D and A correspond to dorsal
and anterior, respectively. Filled circles indicate unresponsive
sites. Open circles represent sound-responsive sites outside A1.
Gray polygons indicate sites for which the response parameter of
interest could not be calculated. Q14 5 the quality factor (CF/
bandwidth) measured 14 dB above minimum response threshold.
RLF slope 5 the slope of the rate-level function; more negative
values correspond to sites with nonmonotonic intensity-tuned
response functions. B: Mutual correlation matrix for ten response
features measured in A1 indicating the absolute value of the
Pearson R correlation coefficient for all unique pairs of variables.
Note that related response characteristics (e.g., BF and CF or best
level and monotonicity) covaried among themselves but not with
the other groupings of response characteristics. C: Schematic of
the A1 map shown in A illustrating cortical areas preferring
midfrequency tones (green polygons) and low intensity tones (red
polygons). Relative the pretraining baseline, an adult rat trained
to respond selectively to midfrequency tones would exhibit an
expansion of the midfrequency CF representation. The maps below
depict the possibility that intensity characteristics of midfre-
quency tones, though irrelevant to the task, would also be reflected
in the pattern of reorganization (bottom-up prediction). Alterna-
tively, the plasticity could be restricted only to the stimulus
dimension that is relevant to the demands of the task (top-down
prediction). The data in panels A and B are from Polley et al, 2007.
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according to the bottom-up hypothesis, strengthen the

representation for all aspects of the conditioned stimu-

lus, even those that are irrelevant to the task demands.

For example, if the cue tones in a frequency discrimina-

tion task are also presented at high intensity, the

bottom-up hypothesis makes the dual prediction that

the cortical area allocated to the cued frequencies will

expand and the cortical area allocated to low intensity

sound levels will contract (Fig. 2c [middle image]). The

alternative explanation, the top-down hypothesis, states

that plasticity is restricted to the encoding of stimulus

properties that are relevant to the task demands.

Therefore, although the tone preceding the reward was

characterized by both its frequency and intensity, only

frequency was relevant to the task demands, so the

territory for the cued tones would expand, but the

territory for sound intensity would not be affected

(Fig. 2c [bottom image]).

These mutually exclusive hypotheses were tested in

a recent experiment in which rats were trained to

attend to independent aspects of the stimulus, either

frequency or intensity, while an identical set of

auditory stimuli were delivered (Polley et al, 2006).

Such a design allows top-down task demands to vary

while holding the bottom-up sensory input statistics

constant. Rats trained in the frequency recognition

task were rewarded for responding to the presentation

of a 5 kHz tone, irrespective of its intensity. Converse-

ly, rats trained in the loudness recognition task were

rewarded for responding to a 35 dB tone, irrespective

of its frequency. Despite the fact that the statistics of

the conditioned auditory stimuli were identical, A1

map plasticity was only observed in the stimulus

dimension to which the rat attended (Fig. 3).

In summary, these data demonstrate that A1 retains

the capacity to express experience-dependent plasticity

into adulthood but that the ‘‘rules’’ for engaging

plasticity in the mature A1 are quite different than

those that operate in early postnatal development.

Exposure-based plasticity occurring within the sensitive

Figure 3. Task-specific functional reorganization in adult rat A1. Maps for CF (A) and best level (B) are presented for a representative
naı̈ve control (left column), a representative rat trained in a frequency recognition task (middle column), and a representative rat
trained in a loudness recognition task (right column). A: Gray shaded polygons indicate recording sites with CF values within the
trained frequency range (5 kHz 6 0.375 octaves). Filled circles indicate unresponsive sites. Open circles represent sites with sound-
driven responses that did not meet the criteria for inclusion in A1. Scale bar 5 1 mm. The arrows indicate dorsal (D) and anterior (A)
orientations, respectively. B: The same conventions as in A, except that the color within each polygon indicates the best level for neurons
at that recording site, rather than CF. Empty polygons indicate recording sites where a best level could not be determined. Blue shaded
polygons indicate recording sites with best-level values in the trained intensity rage (35 6 5 dB SPL). C: Percent of map area within A1
and a secondary auditory field, SRAF, allocated to the trained frequency range (TFR) in naı̈ve control rats (green), rats trained in the
frequency recognition task (red), and rats trained in the loudness recognition task (black). D: Percent of map area within A1 and SRAF
allocated to the trained intensity range (TIR). Color conventions are the same as C. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences
between groups (p , 0.05). The data are from Polley et al (2006).
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period can be described as a statistically driven

process in which the acoustic properties of signals that

occur with high probability are preferentially encoded

in A1 functional circuits. Experience-dependent plas-

ticity following closure of the sensitive period can be

termed ‘‘reinforcement-based plasticity,’’ in that the

changes in A1 functional circuits are restricted to

auditory stimuli that predict behaviorally meaningful

events. Furthermore, these experience-driven changes

in adult A1 circuits require input from subcortical

neuromodulatory sources. It is important to note that

the increased presence of these neuromodulators does

not temporarily reinstate a sensitive-period-like pro-

cess in which the functional organization of the adult

sensory cortex can once again be shaped by the overall

sensory input statistics. Plasticity in adult cortical

networks that accompanies auditory conditioning

protocols is likely to be shaped by an interaction

between sensory inputs, neuromodulator release, and

top-down influences from higher sensory areas or

association cortices. Additional work is required to

identify how the behavioral demands of the sensory

conditioning tasks can be manipulated to emphasize

the contribution of bottom-up and top-down factors.

Furthermore, additional work is needed to determine

whether the behavioral and experiential factors that

govern plasticity across ontogeny in A1 apply to

‘‘downstream’’ cortical regions that process more

abstract features of the auditory environment or

synthesize auditory signals with inputs from other

modalities.

FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION AND PLASTIC-

ITY OF MULTISENSORY REPRESENTATIONS

An Introduction to Multisensory Processes

We live in a rich sensory world in which we are

continually bombarded with information from each of

our different senses. Although much of this ‘‘multisen-

sory’’ information is unrelated (and consequently must

be processed as such), some is attributable to the same

event and must be ‘‘bound’’ together in order to form a

unified and coherent perceptual representation of the

external world. As a result of this challenge, the brain

has created a processing architecture that not only

deals with information within the individual sensory

systems but that also combines and synthesizes

information from the different senses in order to create

our perceptual gestalt.

Although it is a process of which we are largely

unaware, numerous psychophysical examples serve to

highlight how the combination of information from

different senses can improve our behaviors and

perceptions (for reviews see Stein and Meredith,

1993; Calvert et al, 2004). Examples of the benefits

attributable to such ‘‘multisensory integration’’ are

improvements in target detection and localization

when cues from more than a single sense are present,

and gains in speech intelligibility associated with being

able to see the moving mouth of the speaker. In

addition, a host of perceptual illusions further illus-

trate the power of multisensory interactions to shape

our perceptions. Two of the more familiar (and

compelling) of these are the ventriloquist effect, in

which the perceived location of an auditory sound

source (i.e., the ventriloquist’s voice) is altered by

conflicting visual cues (i.e., movements of the dummy’s

mouth and head), and the McGurk effect, in which a

novel speech percept is created by the fusion of

discordant visual and auditory cues. Despite the

ubiquity and power of these multisensory interactions,

and the fact that they have been described since

Aristotelian times, our understanding of the brain

bases for these effects has lagged well behind our

understanding of how information within the individ-

ual sensory modalities is encoded.

Functional Organization of Multisensory

Subcortical and Cortical Circuits

A great deal of recent work has been directed toward

filling this void in our knowledge, by characterizing the

functional organization of multisensory interactions in

both subcortical and cortical brain regions. The best-

studied model to date has been a subcortical structure,

the superior colliculus (SC) (for reviews see Sparks,

1986; Stein and Meredith, 1991; Stein and Meredith,

1993; Sparks and Groh, 1995; King, 2004). The SC

receives convergent visual, auditory, and somatosenso-

ry (i.e., tactile) inputs, thus creating a large population

of individual neurons that are responsive to or influ-

enced by stimuli in two or more sensory modalities (i.e.,

multisensory neurons). Neurons in the SC have distinct

receptive fields—discrete areas of sensory space to

which they are tuned. Furthermore, these neurons are

arranged in such a way as to create a two-dimensional

spatiotopic map of the sensory world, with neighboring

neurons representing neighboring regions of the senso-

ry space. These sensory maps are coregistered with a

similarly ordered motor map, creating a striking

sensorimotor correspondence that appears to represent

an efficient means of transforming sensory signals

related to stimulus location into motor commands that

orient the eyes, ears, and head toward a stimulus of

interest. The large population of multisensory neurons

in the SC coupled with its well-defined behavioral role

has made it an excellent model for furthering our

understanding of multisensory processes.

Individual multisensory SC neurons do far more

than passively respond to stimuli from multiple

sensory modalities (Fig. 4). Rather, these neurons
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actively integrate these inputs to give rise to responses

that are far different from the responses to either of the

individual stimuli, and that frequently are far different

from what would be predicted by a linear sum of each

of the responses (Meredith and Stein, 1983; Meredith

and Stein, 1985; Meredith and Stein, 1986b; Wallace et

al, 1993, 1998; Wallace et al, 1996). Such multisensory

integration can be divided into two broad functional

categories: response enhancements and response de-

pressions. The sign (i.e., enhancement or depression)

and magnitude of these integrated multisensory

responses have been shown to be critically dependent

on the spatial and temporal relationships of the paired

stimuli, as well as on their relative effectiveness in

eliciting a response (Meredith et al, 1986a, 1986b;

Meredith et al, 1987; Meredith and Stein, 1996). As a

general rule, two unisensory (e.g., an auditory stimu-

lus and a visual stimulus) stimuli that are weakly

effective individually, when presented in close spatial

and temporal proximity, result in significant response

enhancements (i.e., increases in activity) in the SC.

Conversely, stimuli that are spatially and/or tempo-

rally disparate, or that are highly effective when

presented alone, often result in response depressions

Figure 4. Multisensory integration can be divided into two broad operational categories. Response enhancement (top) represents a gain
(i.e., increase) in response upon presentation of stimuli in multiple modalities. Rasters and peristimulus time histograms on the left depict
the responses of a single multisensory neuron to a visual stimulus alone (V), to an auditory stimulus alone (Ai), and to the combined
presentation of these stimuli. Ramps and square waves show the relative timing of the stimuli. Summary bar graphs on the right plot this
neuron’s mean response to each of these conditions, as well as the relative gain in response (i.e., 156%) to the multisensory combination.
Note that the percent interaction is calculated in this example as [(VAi 2 V)/V] 3 100. In addition, note that the multisensory response
exceeds that predicted by a simple addition of the component unisensory responses. Response depression (bottom) represents a decline in
response relative to the best unisensory condition. Here we see that the presentation of an auditory stimulus outside of its receptive field
(Ao—contrast this with the Ai condition shown above) results in a significant decline in the visual response.
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(i.e., decreases in activity). Reinforcing the strong

sensorimotor role of the SC, these same integrative

principles that were first defined at the neurophysio-

logical level in the sensory responses of individual

neurons apply equally well to SC-mediated orientation

behaviors (Stein et al, 1988; Stein et al, 1989). Thus,

multisensory stimulus pairings that result in enhance-

ments in individual SC neurons also result in improve-

ments in behavioral performance, whereas those that

give rise to depressions in neuronal response typically

result in behavioral impairments.

More recent work has extended these studies beyond

the SC and into cortical domains that are likely to play

a more important role in the generation of our

perceptual gestalt. One of the best characterized of

these areas has been a region of ‘‘association’’ cortex in

the cat, the anterior ectosylvian sulcus (AES). In

addition to being subdivided into separate auditory,

visual, and somatosensory domains, the AES also

contains a large population of multisensory neurons

that appear to be clustered at the borders between the

major unisensory domains (Wallace et al, 1992; Jiang

et al, 1994a, 1994b; Benedek et al, 2004; Meredith et

al, 2006; Wallace et al, 2006). Moreover, AES is known

to project to SC, and has been shown to play an

important modulatory or gating role over the multi-

sensory interactions characterized within the SC

(Wallace et al, 1993; Wallace and Stein, 1994; Jiang

et al, 2001; Jiang and Stein, 2003). Although not as

extensively studied as their counterparts in the SC, all

evidence suggests that these cortical multisensory

neurons abide by a very similar set of principles when

integrating cues from multiple modalities. It has been

suggested that such commonalities may represent an

effective means of linking subcortical multisensory

networks responsible for overt behaviors with the

cortical networks responsible for the perceptual corre-

lates of these stimuli/behaviors (Stein and Wallace,

1996). To date, the contributions of AES toward

multisensory perception have not been identified.

However, converging evidence suggests that it is likely

to play a role(s) in motion perception/binding, coordi-

nate transformations, and eye movements (Tamai et

al, 1989; Scannell et al, 1995; Scannell et al, 1996;

Nagy et al, 2003; Benedek et al, 2004).

Ongoing Search for Multisensory Brain Regions:

What Constitutes a Multisensory Area?

With the increasing interest in multisensory pro-

cesses has come an equivalent growth in the number of

studies focused on the identification and characteriza-

tion of other multisensory brain regions. Perhaps not

surprisingly, such studies have resulted in an ever-

increasing catalog of regions with demonstrable mul-

tisensory processing capabilities. Many of these areas

are well known to receive convergent input from

multiple unisensory domains, and these are typically

situated fairly high in the sensory processing hierar-

chies. Although beyond the scope of the current

discussion, these ‘‘higher-order’’ multisensory regions

have been proposed to play a variety of roles in

crossmodal perceptual processing (for a recent review

see Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006).

More germane to the current discussion are the

number of recent findings that have extended the

definition of ‘‘multisensory’’ into areas of the brain

traditionally considered the domain of a single sensory

modality. Most relevant here are human neuroimaging

(i.e., fMRI [functional magnetic resonance imaging] and

ERP [event related potentials]) studies that have

demonstrated the penetrance of sensory information

from other modalities into regions classically denoted as

regions of auditory cortex. The first evidence for this

came from work showing that silent lipreading in

human subjects resulted in activation of regions of

auditory cortex (Calvert et al, 1997). This was soon

followed by studies that not only extended this finding of

visual modulation of auditory cortical (Giard and

Peronnet, 1999; Molholm et al, 2002; Besle et al, 2004;

Brosch et al, 2005; Ghazanfar et al, 2005; Pekkola et al,

2005;van Wassenhove et al, 2005) but which also

showed strong tactile (somatosensory) influences on

neuronal responses in auditory cortex (Schroeder et al,

2001; Foxe et al, 2002; Lutkenhoner et al, 2002; Fu et al,

2003; Gobbele et al, 2003; Kayser et al, 2005). These

findings have revolutionized contemporary thinking

about sensory processing by highlighting the links

across the sensory systems, even at some of the earliest

stages of cortical processing.

Development of Multisensory Brain Circuits

Despite this burgeoning interest in multisensory

processes, our knowledge of the developmental anteced-

ents of mature multisensory brain circuits has been slow

to evolve. Although there has been a great deal of

discussion and debate among developmental psycholo-

gists as to the (multi)sensory state of the newborn brain,

little consensus has been reached as to the neural

underpinnings that enable (or fail to enable) crossmodal

processes early in life. Whereas some schools of thought

argue that the newborn brain is an obligate multisen-

sory organ (and that newborn perceptions are highly

synesthetic), others put forth that multisensory circuits

come online only with the progressive appearance and

maturation of the individual sensory systems (for a

review of these issues see Lewkowicz, 1994). The wealth

of the evidence that has been ushered forth for both

views has come from perceptual studies in human

infants, studies that are unfortunately fraught with

interpretational limitations and caveats.
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In an effort to provide a more brain-based view into

this issue, recent work in animal models has begun to

explore the maturation of brain regions known to be

multisensory in the adult. As highlighted above, two of

the preeminent models for multisensory research are

the SC and AES, and these structures have been the

focus of this developmental line of inquiry. Evidence

from these two brain regions strongly suggests that

multisensory circuits are quite immature at birth and

develop over a fairly protracted period of postnatal life.

In the best-studied model species, the cat, the

sensory chronology in both the SC and AES is very

similar (Wallace and Stein, 1997; Wallace, 2004a;

Wallace et al, 2006). Somatosensory neurons appear

first and are soon followed by auditory neurons. Once

these two modalities are represented, the first multi-

sensory (i.e., somatosensory-auditory) neurons appear.

Neurons with visual responses are the last to appear,

and as soon as they are present, visually responsive

multisensory neurons are observed. With time, the

multisensory population in both the SC and AES

gradually increases, until by approximately four to

five months after birth, the incidence of multisensory

neurons is at adult levels (Fig. 5). Consistent with

general timetables for cortical and subcortical devel-

opment, the maturation of multisensory responses in

AES lags behind SC by several weeks.

Early multisensory neurons are far different from

those found at later developmental stages. They have

extremely large receptive fields, and most notably,

they lack the ability to integrate their different sensory

inputs. Thus, and despite the fact that they are now

capable of responding to cues from two or more senses,

these early multisensory neurons respond to stimulus

combinations in ways that differ little from the

constituent unisensory responses (Fig. 6A). However,

as developmental progresses, a striking change is

noted in these neurons, with a steadily increasing

proportion of them acquiring the capacity to integrate

their different sensory inputs, consequently generating

responses that are far different from the unisensory

responses (Fig. 6B). Once again, by about four to five

months after birth, the system reaches maturity, with

Figure 5. Multisensory neurons in the cat SC and AES mature
over the first four to five months of postnatal life. Graph plots the
incidence of multisensory neurons as a percentage of the total
neuronal populations in the SC and AES as a function of
postnatal age. Note for both structures the absence of multisen-
sory neurons immediately after birth and the gradual rise in their
incidence with time. Note also the delay in cortical multisensory
maturation as opposed to subcortical maturation. Data adapted
from Wallace and Stein, 1997, and Wallace et al, 2006.

Figure 6. Multisensory integration is absent in the earliest multisensory neurons and appears during postnatal development. Shown
is representative data from two multisensory SC neurons at two different developmental ages: 20 days postnatal (A, left) and 30 days
postnatal (B, right). At the top of each are shown the receptive fields (shading) and locations of the stimuli used in sensory testing
(icons). Middle panels show rasters, histograms, and summary bar graphs depicting the responses to both of the unisensory stimuli and
to the multisensory combination. The lines at the top show the relative timing of the stimuli, and the bar graph on the far right in each
shows the magnitude of the multisensory interaction (i.e., % integration). At the bottom are shown representative oscillographic traces
for a single trial to each of the unisensory stimuli and to the multisensory combination. Note that whereas the neuron in the 20-day-old
animal responds to the multisensory combination in a manner virtually identical to its response to the unisensory stimuli, the neuron
from the older animal shows a large response enhancement to the stimulus combination, and that this gain exceeds that predicted from
the simple summation of the unisensory responses. Data adapted from Wallace and Stein, 1997.
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70–80% of the multisensory neurons demonstrating

integrative capabilities.

The protracted maturation timetable by which

multisensory circuits abide strongly suggests that the

experiences gained during postnatal life in the utiliza-

tion of crossmodal cues plays a critical role in this

developmental process. Although suggestive, proof of

the importance of sensory experience in multisensory

maturation awaited experiments in which crossmodal

experiences could be eliminated or selectively altered.

Developmental Plasticity in Multisensory Brain

Circuits: The Role of Visual Experience

The most straightforward way to assess the impor-

tance of early sensory experience for the normal

maturation of multisensory circuits was to eliminate

these experiences and examine its impact. This was

accomplished by raising animals in an environment

devoid of visual cues (i.e., dark rearing). Once animals

reached adulthood, neurophysiological recordings tar-

geted multisensory neurons in both the SC and AES

(Wallace, 2004b). In both structures, the effects of dark

rearing were profound. In the SC, despite the retention

of many neurons with visual responses, multisensory

integration was abolished, with neurons responding to

stimulus combinations in ways that were indistinguish-

able from their responses to the individual unisensory

stimuli, very much resembling the responses seen early

in postnatal life. In AES the effects were a bit different,

with many neurons showing depressive interactions to

stimulus combination that typically result in response

enhancements. Whether elimination of patterned audi-

tory and/or somatosensory inputs would exert a similar

influence remains to be determined, and each represent

a less tractable problem because of the difficulties

inherent in trying to eliminate experiences in these

modalities in a reversible manner.

Developmental Plasticity in Multisensory Brain

Circuits: Alterations in Crossmodal Experience

Although the aforementioned studies have estab-

lished the necessity of visual experience for the

development of normal multisensory circuits in both

the SC and AES, they have provided only limited insight

into how sensory experience sculpts these networks. In

order to gain a better handle on this question it was

necessary to alter, rather than eliminate, multisensory

experiences. Given that it has been well established

that the spatial and temporal relationships of multi-

sensory stimulus pairs are key elements in how they are

integrated, animals were reared in circumstances in

which these relationships were systematically altered.

In the first of these experiments, animals were

raised in an environment in which visual and auditory

stimulus pairs were presented concurrently in time,

but at a fixed spatial disparity of 30u (Wallace and Stein,

2007). This was accomplished by two different means,

each of which had similar effects. In one method,

animals were raised in an environment in which the

only visual cues presented were always paired with

auditory cues separated in space by 30u (the remainder

of their experience was in the dark). In the other,

animals wore prismatic spectacles that served to deviate

the visual world by 30u (consequently misaligning the

visual and auditory representations). When examined as

adults, multisensory neurons in both the SC and AES of

these spatial-disparity-reared animals exhibit a predict-

able change in their receptive field architecture that

reflects the altered sensory experiences (i.e., their

spatial alignment was shifted by approximately 30u).
Even more dramatic was the change induced in the

spatial architecture of multisensory processing in these

neurons. As opposed to exhibiting response enhance-

ments to spatially-coincident stimulus combinations (as

is seen in ‘‘normal’’ animals), these neurons were found

to exhibit these enhancements to spatially-disparate

combinations that mimicked their early sensory experi-

ences (Fig. 7A). In contrast, spatially-coincident combi-

nations resulted in no integration.

Although establishing that spatial coincidence is not a

prerequisite for the development of multisensory inte-

gration, this initial study left open the role that the

temporal structure of the paired stimuli play in this

process (in these spatial experiments the visual and

auditory stimuli were always simultaneously present-

ed). To address this issue, animals were raised in an

environment in which visual and auditory stimuli were

now presented as spatially-coincident pairs, but in

which their temporal relationship was no longer

simultaneous. Two temporal rearing conditions were

tested—one in which the auditory stimulus always

lagged the visual stimulus by 100 msec and the other

in which this lag was extended to 250 msec. Although

still very preliminary, the results of these temporal-

disparity rearing experiments appear to be robust and

dramatic. In the 100 msec disparity group, multisensory

integration was still a hallmark feature of most neurons,

but the temporal delay that produced maximal multi-

sensory interaction was increased by 100 msec relative

to normally reared controls (Fig. 7B). In contrast, in the

250 msec disparity group, multisensory integration was

abolished. Thus, although there appears to be a

temporal plasticity to multisensory maturation that is

similar to that seen in the spatial realm, there also

appears to be a limit on the temporal interval that can

separate two stimuli and in which they can be ‘‘bound’’

into a singular multisensory percept. Such a limit may

also exist in the spatial domain, since disparities greater

than 30u were not tested. Taken together, the results of

these spatial and temporal manipulations highlight the
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intrinsic malleability of multisensory interactions, and

illustrate that the sensory contingencies of the animal’s

early sensory environment play a critical role in shaping

their multisensory circuits.

Adult Plasticity in Multisensory Brain Circuits:

Preliminary Observations and Future Directions

The previously described results illustrate the enor-

mous plastic capacity of the developing brain to be

shaped by the statistics of the animal’s early crossmodal

environment. In contrast, surprisingly little is known

about experience-driven plasticity of multisensory net-

works in the mature brain. Thus far, we have observed

that passive exposure appears to be insufficient to drive

substantial changes, a finding in close correspondence to

the results from the auditory system discussed earlier.

Thus, placing adult animals in darkness for six months

(a period equivalent to the time developing animals

spent in the dark) induces little change in the integra-

tive abilities of both subcortical and cortical multisenso-

ry neurons. Similarly, when adults were subjected to

spatially disparate visual-auditory combinations in a

passive context (i.e., stimuli were simply delivered from

different locations), no change was evident. However,

preliminary data from an animal in which spatially

altered visual and auditory cues were actively utilized

(i.e., by having the animal wear prisms that displace the

visual world by 30u and in which the animal is allowed to

actively interact with its environment) suggests that the

adult SC retains the capacity for significant plasticity—

but only if the altered statistics of the multisensory

world are of behavioral relevance. In this animal, a

number of SC neurons (work in AES is currently

ongoing) showed visual and auditory receptive fields

that were spatially displaced, and that showed large

response enhancements to spatially disparate combina-

tions that mimicked the change in experience. Although

much more work needs to be done to bolster and

elaborate this conclusion, these early results suggest

that the adult brain is indeed capable of substantial

crossmodal plasticity, but only if crossmodal experience

is actively used while interacting with the sensory world.

Toward a Unified View of Sensory Plasticity

As can be seen from the previous descriptions, there

are remarkable parallels between the characteristics of

the plasticity seen within an auditory brain structure

and that seen in multisensory systems specialized to

Figure 7. The development of multisensory integration is highly plastic and can be shaped by manipulating early postnatal sensory
experience. A: Multisensory interactions as a function of the spatial location of paired visual and auditory stimuli are plotted for two
representative SC neurons—one in an animal raised under normal sensory conditions and the other from an animal raised in an
environment in which the visual and auditory stimuli were always displaced by 30u. In this representation, the neuron’s responses to the
multisensory (i.e., auditory-visual) condition were compared to its responses to the most effective unisensory stimulus in order to
determine the multisensory interaction using the formula (M 2 Umax/Umax) 3 100 where M is the multisensory response and Umax is the
largest unisensory response (see Stein and Meredith, 1993, for additional detail). For the neuron from the normally reared animal (blue),
note that the largest multisensory interactions are seen for pairings in which the stimuli are in close spatial proximity (i.e., 0u and 10u). In
contrast, for the animal raised in the spatially disparate environment, the largest interactions are seen for disparities close to those that
reflect the early sensory experiences (i.e., 30u, red). Blue and red shading show the spatial ‘‘window’’ for multisensory interactions in these
two neurons, in which the stimulus combination results in a significant change in activity. B: Multisensory interactions as a function of the
temporal interval between paired visual and auditory stimuli are plotted for three representative SC neurons—one in an animal raised
under normal sensory conditions (blue), one from an animal raised in an environment in which the visual and auditory stimuli were always
temporally offset by 100 msec (red), and one from an animal raised in an environment in which the visual and auditory stimuli were always
temporally offset by 250 msec (green). Note that in the normally reared animal the largest multisensory interactions are seen when the
visual stimulus precedes the auditory stimulus by 100 msec. In the neuron from the 100 msec temporal disparity reared animal this
interval is increased to 200 msec. In comparison, in the 250 msec temporal disparity reared animal no multisensory interactions are seen.
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process crossmodal cues. Furthermore, the basic

features of this plasticity appear to be preserved at

various levels of the neuroaxis, ranging from the

multisensory midbrain (i.e., the SC) through primary

unisensory cortex (i.e., A1) and on into association

cortical domains (i.e., AES). Although much work still

needs to be done to fully detail the phenomenological

characteristics of the plasticity at each level, its

mechanistic underpinnings, and its relative time

course(s), we can draw several firm conclusions based

on the evidence to date. First, developmental plasticity

appears to be ubiquitous and is highly dependent on

the statistics of the early sensory world. Second, there

appears to be a sensitive period during early postnatal

life in which the capacity for change is greatest and in

which stimulus statistics predominate as the driving

force behind this change. Third and finally, adult

plasticity is demonstrable in each of the systems

examined but requires not only an alteration in the

statistical properties of sensory inputs but also that

these altered inputs be predictive of behaviorally

relevant environmental events. Although perhaps

surprising at first, the commonalities in these plastic

processes across sensory systems and brain networks

make a great deal of intuitive sense, in that they serve

to coordinate change across the system in a parsimo-

nious manner, ultimately allowing for the mainte-

nance of a behavioral and perceptual unity even under

highly dynamic conditions.

Parallels between Plasticity in Animal and

Human Brains and Their Potential Applicability

to Audiology

Many of the concepts described in this article can be

related to clinical observations in individuals with

compromised auditory system function. For example,

numerous studies suggest that early identification of

hearing loss and initiation of services (e.g., provision of

hearing aid[s] and/or cochlear implant[s]) is associated

with improved reading abilities and receptive/expres-

sive speech and language skills (Yoshinaga-Itano and

Apuzzo, 1998; O’Donoghue et al, 2000; Yoshinaga-

Itano et al, 2000; Yoshinaga-Itano, 2003; McConkey

Robbins et al, 2004; Zwolan et al, 2004; Harrison et al,

2005; Geers, 2006; Nicholas and Geers, 2006; Miya-

moto et al, 2008). Bridging back to concepts discussed

earlier, it is likely that improving the statistical

salience of the acoustic signal through amplification

or implantation in early development can promote

normal maturation of central auditory circuits through

the developmental exposure-based plasticity mecha-

nisms. Another clear parallel comes from studies

describing an age-dependent recovery of function in

congenitally deaf children that have undergone cochlear

implantation. Analyses of cortical event-related poten-

tials elicited by implant stimulation demonstrate

improvements in waveform morphology and reductions

in response latency in children who receive cochlear

implants before five years of age. Late-implanted

children are less likely to exhibit responses similar to

those of age-matched normal hearing children (Sharma

et al, 2002; Sharma et al, 2005; Dorman et al, 2007). For

a review, see Dorman et al, 2007 and Sharma et al,

2007. Findings from position emission tomography

(PET) scans complement these studies by showing that

the degree of glucose metabolism in auditory cortices of

prelingually deafened children is greater the earlier

they are implanted (Lee et al, 2005). From the

multisensory perspective, it has also been shown that

the ‘‘recruitment’’ of auditory cortex by visual informa-

tion is associated with improved speech perception

scores (Lee et al, 2001). Collectively, these findings lend

credence to the notion that the functional maturation of

auditory and multisensory brain systems are regulated

during discrete sensitive periods of development and

that therapeutic interventions will have maximal

efficacy if they are considered in light of these

developmental windows for brain plasticity.

Although these early interventions are likely to be

most efficacious, there is good reason to believe that

sensory brain regions continue to exhibit experience-

dependent plasticity through reinforced sensory train-

ing paradigms in adults. There has been a resurgence of

research investigating the efficacy of auditory training

and rehabilitation in adults with hearing loss using

amplification (i.e., hearing aids) and/or cochlear im-

plants. These studies have shown improved auditory

performance exceeding that achieved with passive

experience alone (Sweetow and Palmer, 2005; Pichora-

Fuller and Singh, 2006; Sweetow and Sabes, 2006, 2007;

Boothroyd, 2007; Fu and Galvin, 2007, 2008). Both

bottom-up and top-down training protocols have been

shown to improve auditory skills with and without

hearing aids/cochlear implants in humans (Rubinstein

and Boothroyd, 1987; Kricos and Holmes, 1996; Rosen et

al, 1999; Fu et al, 2005). Indeed, rather than invoking a

single mechanism, training-induced improvements in

auditory processing likely involve both bottom-up and

top-down influences that may be invoked differentially

depending on task demands. Finally, transfer of learn-

ing and training induced changes in neural activity

provide strong evidence of neural plasticity in humans

(Tremblay et al, 2003), a finding that is again consistent

with the detailed studies of adult brain plasticity in the

animal models described above.

In addition to compensatory changes in the auditory

system that accompany hearing loss and training,

human studies have also shown plastic changes that

extend beyond the auditory domain. For example, a

longitudinal study tracking word recognition perfor-

mance based on auditory, visual, or combined audio-
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visual cues illustrates that individuals with cochlear

implants demonstrate better auditory-visual perfor-

mance than normal hearing subjects (Rouger et al,

2007). Furthermore, these changes can not be entirely

explained by superior speech reading (visual only)

skills, suggesting an improved neural capacity to

integrate auditory and visual cues. Similarly, using

the McGurk illusion as an index of audiovisual

function, it has recently been shown that cochlear

implant patients make greater use of visual cues than

normal hearing subjects while reporting on their

percepts (Rouger et al, 2008).

Developmental Dyslexia as a Neurological

Condition That Can Be Better Understood and

Effectively Treated through an Appreciation of

Experience-Dependent Plasticity Mechanisms

Developmental dyslexia is a common neurobehav-

ioral disorder affecting as much as 10% of the general

population. Dyslexia can present profound and long-

lasting social and professional challenges for those who

struggle to keep pace in today’s increasingly informa-

tion-driven society. Although many studies have

identified a purely auditory temporal signal processing

deficit in dyslexia (see Temple, 2002, for review),

increasing evidence suggests that processing changes

in multiple sensory systems might also play an

important role (Laasonen et al, 2000, 2001, 2002;

Hayes et al, 2003). In pursuing this line of inquiry,

recent work has focused on an extended temporal

window for the binding of visual and auditory stimuli

in dyslexic readers when compared with typical

readers, an expansion that could ultimately result in

reading disability (see Figure 8; Hairston et al, 2005).

With the establishment of temporal alterations in

auditory signal processing and multisensory processes

in the dyslexic brain comes the hope that engagement

of the plastic mechanisms discussed throughout this

paper represent a potential tool for remediation.

Encouraging progress is already being made in the

remediation of rapid auditory signal processing in

dyslexics (Temple et al, 2003; Gaab et al, 2007).

Ongoing research is focusing on the malleability

possible in the multisensory temporal window, with

the goal that narrowing this window through training

may result in improvements in the phonological and

reading skills that are critically dependent on the

integrity of the incoming sensory streams.
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